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表 1 プラ インド設定条件
スラット 光源高度h 光源方位角伊l傾斜角α
330 。，0I s'00 450 00 00 600 
520 。oI S'00 4SO 。o00ω。
710 150 00 450ω
。 。。ω。ω。
900 oo04S'ω。7S' 00 0'。ω。
E証 太陽光






















白色つめ匂α 710( ii"射光)伊=00 h ~ 3:)0 
図3 透過指向係数(nt/lx )分布凶
dj!l先JW角
白色 々JI" 71' <p~ 0' h = 300 (相内k身I!車分〉
















白色つや11α~710 ( 直書tJt)ψ 450 h 300 
図4 透過指向係数 (n t/l x)分布図
d.o丸h色合角
I'J色 <111)> 7IO<p=150 h 初、(刷内N~t成分 )
〔凶射光)
図6 透過指向係数(nl/I x )分布[;()) 
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図10 直射日光に基づく室内作業照度の算定図 図11 天空光κ基づ〈室内作業函照度の算定図







































1) PSALI (プサリ)は Permanent Supplementary 
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In order to incorporate direct sunlight in daylighting design， the sunlight must be handled such that the indoor 
iluminance distribution is free of f1uctuation due to sεason and time of day. 
In this study an approach was attempted to study a possibility of utilizing a Venetian blind with reflection 
characteristics close to uniform diflsion. Consequently， itwas found that the azimuth angle of incoming light had 
very litle infllence. Furthermore， the altitude of the sun can be handled as changes intransmittance relative to the 
direct sunlight through a window equipped with the blind， provided that the inclination angle of the blind slats is 
constant. Thus itis probable that the sun altitude does not inf1uence the indoor iIl1minance diffusion， although it 
changes the indoor illuminance level (an experiment is underway to confirm this) 
Hence slats good in diffusion uniformity were test made and their transmittance characteristics depending on the 
direction of incoming light was measured. From the result of the measurement an illuminace calculation chart was 
worked out for simplifying the calclllation of indoor iluminance with respect to direct sunlight and sky light 
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